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What are the benefits of using CEG Smart Templates?

• CEG Smart templates can save you time; you will no longer 
have to open and close multiple templates, or go over the 
same prompts (e.g. b/p, pulse, weight, smoking status, etc.) in 
different templates. 

• They can also help you review a patient for all chronic diseases 
in one appointment. 

• All the READ codes are matched to QOF and Local Scheme 
requirements.

• They have asterisks and double asterisks to highlight which 
prompts are payment related. 

• You can see the most generally significant last lab results all in 
one page.

• You can record all the QOF exception recording appropriate to 
the patient in one go.

• The Prevalence Improvement page will alert you if it looks like 
the patient may have a disease but is not coded.

FAQs from Practices

Do I have to fill out the whole template? 
No! You only fill out the parts that are relevant to the 
patient, and to the encounter. We do add in extra pages 
(adult Immunisations, depression screening etc.) as a 
standard, but these will not be applicable to every 
encounter.

Is the template updated yearly to be in line with QOF?
Yes, all our templates are updated when QOF updates are 
released and when your Local schemes change.

Where is the template stored?
The template is within Resource publisher and activated 
already, so you just need to search for the template in 
consultations like you normally do.

Fact File: How CEG Smart templates can save 

you time!

A Smart template is what CEG call templates that cover more 

than one clinical area; but they only show what is relevant to 

the patient you are seeing. 

For example; the LTC CEG templates cover all the QOF chronic 

disease registers, but they will only show you the page relating 

to the chronic disease the patient is coded with i.e. Diabetes, 

Asthma, COPD etc. 


